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Four Impacts: Individual Donor Characteristics

Organizing Alumni approach
across every associated with college

like herding cats - impossible

The key is to extract, mine, synthesize,
organize and value all this information

And assign an “opportunistic”
grade to each alumni identified/tracked

Best anyone can hope for is governance,
but the more data the better. Even could
argue that diversity of data stores better

Sizing the Wallet:

Measuring Alumni
Giving Propensity

Sequence Every Alumni
By Giving Capacity

Alumni Scoring
Algorithms

One alumni at a time!

Major Gift (Level) Executive Tracking

Allocating solicitation efforts more efficiently

This is very important!

Predicting alumni
giving over time

Lower
Correlation

Prestigious colleges
better use donations

Does alumni credit
education with 
current successes

Can make suggestions
and provide impacts on
donation propensity...

Designed and driven
by University

While university-driven
(like annual or on-going fund-raising)

Do need certain communication
types to measure click/time on
article for sequencing algorithms

Here is where alumni
donations go and how
it’s going (good and bad)

We track every
aspect of usage

clicks, time on
article, forwards

more important
than actual content

Anything that
makes school

look good

Could sell advertising space?
10 months out of the year...

But whole reason for this space is the
two month “annual” giving campaign

What about university’s
current alumni database?

Unless high quality,
would rather start from scratch

Services like:

use existing directories to determine
giving scores or wealth indication

can feed ongoing information
into Blackbaud products

like Raiser’s Edge

Finely tuned to university needs
We find the alumni

We build full dossiers
We find alumni connections (6 degrees)

Track opportunity/propensity versus wealth
Track alumni advancement over time

Use found alumni to find more
Alert school on significant alumni happenings

Track how each interacts with communications

Build the alumni relationship right here!
Focus solely on goals, directives and outcomes
Alumni should feel pride after reading

Does not have to be an enterprise giving campaign
Different “classifications” of alumni see different messages
Can even fund different parts of the university

Optional: School would have to provide data

Giving campaign message hit
all social media sites (at once)

Still using major in career

Jimmy Wales is a perfect example - $16MM in 50 days

We need your financial support.
Specifically asking increases donation level

Track every mention of university on Twitter

If student tweet, store it... future alumni Data mine all facebook
pages, groups, wall posts, etc.
that mention university

Personal message to other alumni
Good feeling about college? Yes!
Think college can help him. Yes!

This is the language of connection... how connected  is the alumni

Know graduated in 1993
Started school in 1991 (at 18?)
Makes him ~ 38-40 years old

Neighborhood has $500K home values

Significant indicator
of giving

Even better, 
surrounding area
not as expensive

Entrepreneur

Current position
since 1993

Successful
engineer, but
not management

Will compete with
Wayne for donations

But probably not
Stanford

No volunteerism listed

Special consideration
to those who have

volunteered at their
alma mater

While student or alumni

Works/lives out of state, but has $190K home in Detroit?

9 others liked this
Shows a connection. Time to like

Know how to contact him
Resume contact data very accurate

Sentiment analysis... positive or negative
wall/page/group posts?
Not complimentary, but still connected.

Sharing with other alumni.
How often does she do this?
Who responds?

Is this even an alumni?
Probably just a recruiter...

Entrepreneur
Went to U of M
Computer Science degree
Stayed in technology field
Went to two other universities
Lives out of state (California)
And... interested in association!

Can track current, past and future resumes from same alumni

Becomes one of the most important
sourcing tools for alumni data

Even more impressive? We keep
track of Michael’s profile. If he
changes jobs, we know within
hours of LinkedIn updating

More than just
monitoring groups
Monitoring Profiles

Total spam!
And easily detected
by algorithms

Alumni usage of
university job board

Looking for any evidence of
deep connection to university

Married women (especially as they age)
give more, but very hard to glean this information

Key is to know “who said what!”

Achieved by text analysis
Information classified by algorithm
Placed into taxonomy
Component of alumni score

My expectations are not perfection,
They are tell me the truth!

Sports ok, academics very important

Don’t profile alumni or talk about
specific alumni contributions
(creates distance to donating)

We track social media, so you don’t have to

Fair and balanced,
negative can be
rallying point

Can also be “alumni on the move”

Give it time... Commitment increases with passage of time

“Active” alumni are 12.7 times more likely to give than inactive

to propensity to give

has little or no impact
on alumni giving

Donations less necessary
to improve quality of
institution

All colleges attended tracked
Is solicitor’s college at top of list?

Does donation go to
something specific?

Send articles on specific areas of
university organization....

Follow the university (news)

How does alumni connect with university?

On-line interaction with university
On-line participation in school social media
Has alumni contacted school for anything?
Does alumni visit campus (events). How often?

Possibly through social media, but
very limited. e.g. Tweet mentions
my spouse, my husband, my wife, etc.

Alumni Association of the University of Michigan 
www.facebook.com/Michiganalumni 

University of Michigan-Flint Alumni 
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=

University of Michigan Alumni Club of Greater Washington, D.C. 
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2222410030

The University of Michigan Alumni Club of the Triangle
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=217888925005

+ many more....

Time spent reading anything about donations

Alumni participate in student organizations

Vanity gifts (overt & singling out)

Perks offered by university (for donation)

Donation prestige

Embarrassed donation not enough

Donation impacted quality of university Involvement after graduation

Married and volunteer

Married, but do not volunteer

Young kids

Other than young kids

Parents successful financially
Evidence of long-term
relationship with university

Multiple degrees

Average time in each position short

Employment gaps

Older widowsGraduate degree

Business major

Liberal Arts

Did not finish graduate school

Men 70-89

Race

Multiple position changes

Masters from same university

SEC Filing mention at young age

Analyze resume for start/stop times
for each position and number of positions

Parse from resumes or executive bios Calculate age based on graduation date

Analyze number of different locations
alumni has work in

Glean some from social media
but better for data to come from school

Sports don’t count

Lack of event quality

Season tickets to sporting events

Recognizing all donations
(no dollar amount listed!!)

Facebook pages?
Twitter
LinkedIn
Read emails
(level of participation tracked)

Nostalgia + gratitude to university

Preexisting connection
to university

Recognition of university achievements

Click through and time in article measured

Specific need matches
alumni interests

General funds, no accountability, no reporting

Global ranking tools for universities

For example, US
News Rankings

College
Finances

Higher parent income,
more likely for alumni to give

Received scholarship/aid to attend

Student loan debt (need-based loans)

Did student need
student loans or
financial aid?

Did student get a scholarship(s)?

Effort to Solicit
Donations

Greater than twice a year solicitations

Famous alumni making pitch

Other alumni making pitch

Make giving an “event” 

Very specific needs articulated

Notable school members do the soliciting

Annual giving campaign

Jimmy Wales-style (personal solicitation)

Break it down by department (specifics)

Lay out goals carefully and clearly

Athletics

No correlation to
alumni giving

TV exposure may help
(shows any exposure
to alumni is key)

How often is university in press? 
And classify what they are in the 
press for... athletics achievement? 
research? etc...

Alumni
Education

Current position
does not use
alumni’s major

Age “appropriate” solicitations

Under 30: Philanthropy/Tax break
31-40: Philanthropy/Tax break
41-50: Gratitude to university
Over 50: Cultivating new talent
(Also, women who volunteer)

Current position uses
alumni’s major

Where does the alumni work? What 
type of business is it? What is his/her position?

Residence

Major Gift Alumni Alert

Distance to university

Did student live on campus while student?

Member of Greek System (campus)

Urban, suburban or rural university?

In-state student (and still in the state)

High property value

1/21/2011
Alumni: Kevin Maroni
The Park Parent Newsletter (January 2011)
Click here for link to clipping
Click here for Mr. Maroni’s full alumni record

Campus construction (Over 50 years old)

Enduring legacy (over 50)

New graduates

Have student loans to pay

Gender (except volunteerism)

Race

Low property value or don’t own

“Pizza Hut” zip code distance calculator

Also, distance from work to home...

Property value records

Occupation

Executive-level?

Job title classification

Altruistism
(Volunteer)

6 Degree of Separation Capability

Non-profit boards?

Volunteer?

Spend money on alumni’s personal cause

Volunteer at the university

Seniority

Geo-Information

Affiliations

Mentions

Interactions

Life Stage

Student Experience

...and many more

Age of volunteer

Financial support to other charities

Bio/Resume classification
Role in volunteer organization
Worked for non-profit?
Volunteer?
Gender?

Type of volunteer organization

Alumni
Life Stage

No
Correlation

Algorithmic
Component

Donation
Cost/ Benefit

Higher
Correlation

Measure

Lower
Correlation

to propensity to give

has little or no impact
on alumni giving

Reputation Donation
Recognition

University
Connection

Family
Unit

Career
Advancement

Degrees Gender/RaceAttend
Sponsored Events

No
Correlation

Algorithmic
Component

Alumni Donations at Work

Communication Masthead

Periodic Alumni Communications

Monitor Job Boards for Alumni Resumes

Monitor “all” social media sites,
including international ones

Fund-Raising Practices External Environment Institutional Characteristics

While important (Ivy League),
ongoing exposure can negate

For example, football less about
winning and more about keeping
the school “front-of-mind”

Strong academic reputation
Frequent contact with staff while student
Faculty/student ratio
Overall graduation rates
Mentored in college
etc...

Alumni mature like “fine wine”
but need to be tended to

even when it doesn’t make 
economic sense

(i.e. recent graduates)

Monitor every SEC filing for university mentions
Once identified, can be tracked using aggregation services

Consolidate multiple services
into single, “synched” record

Ways to confirm it’s
the same Maroni

Monitor news sites

etc...

Maroni on Facebook

Where’s “like” Harvard?

Would recommend school president
“befriend” Maroni on Facebook!

Am sure he would accept the invite!

Parse bio for information, like other schools and non-profit involvement

Breaking news on major gift-level alumni
can be sent directly to university gift officers

Gift officer may send
congratulatory note?

May mention on University
Facebook page? Alumni site?

School leadership may want
to be on mailing list for alerts?

Some events may be worthy of
publicizing to other alumni?

Imagine a short email from the Dean
saying saw Maroni in photo with Kennedy

Newsletter can be daily, weekly or whenever breaking news
Audience for this newsletter is major gift officers

Major Gift Officers
use 80-20 rule

But alumni value
will go up if matured

under the right circumstances

But most of this donation “value”
is derived from college years

Ongoing exposure to the university
may be as important or more important?
(more attached as alumni, more likely to give)

Alumni roles/impacts
outside of the university

Needs to be personal (each month)
someone alumni recognizes
and senior enough to care

Opening Message

University Achievements

Social Media Highlights

News Headlines

Must be very, very
specific to alumni’s
current career/major

Open Positions

Track every tweet
by the 2,715 followers

Really no bearing, only aids
in building exposure to alumni

Cost/Benefit analysis
Do alumni donations make a tangible difference

Expectations
I expect donations not to be for (daily) operations
I want to see my money at work and know it’s lasting

Investment
I want my donation to be used for balance
sheet item and not written off that year

Alumni Kevin Maroni
knows
Alumni Scott Mackenzie

The Dean’s Program

University has total access to all alumni record data - this data
can be imported into the current alumni tracking system

Very important. This is not based on historical giving. This 
is an unknown to this system. This values his propensity
and ability to give significantly to the university.

Any cluster is further broken into thin slices

This is less about “hunting” the elephant targets
and more about supporting Major Gift Operations
with quality and timely updates about each alumni

University owns the data and will get
monthly backups of all alumni records

Usually done one-off and with financial variables

This is a monitoring service that tracks movement over time in the sequence
Everyone knows the “rich” alumni, but do they know the next one?

The “service” is a continuing monitor of every alumni record

Alerts university development team at major gift and higher level
on all alumni movement, news, career changes, etc.

Tracks the growth in career of younger alumni
and “future” major gift donors

Really a sales force automation component (alumni intelligence)

This program could be so small, it only has 25 alumni (general rule: top two clusters do not exceed 1% of the alumni)

But SFA/CRM capability sits within the university

e.g. Raiser’s Edge

... and can (re)connect
Scott to university

Major Gift Operations

Size of this group also dependent on
university development resources

For example,
clustering at Harvard
may look different

Not just a sequencing
analysis, but a clustering
analysis that updates over time

Mr. Maroni

Mr. Dautermann

We track how
Mr. Dautermann

moves through the
sequence list

Optional:
Would have to come

directly from university

Track obituaries

Facebook?
Read newsletter?

etc...

Very interested
in acceleration

(up and coming star!)

Don’t just average individual scores

Consolidator is the most difficult
component of the entire service

Totally optional. but if school wishes to share
actual donation information, system can improve
itself over-time, by learning from results set

We are looking forward to
him entering management,
launching a startup, going
public, sitting on a board,
etc...

Places a “value”
factor on every
known alumni
to university

University already
knows of Maroni,

real benefit is finding
the next Maroni?

Could be Dautermann?

Although university
would be very

interested in ongoing
intelligence on Maroni

University president
may even become
a Facebook friend!

Transition-potential (into major gifts at some point)

Will be more 70+ year olds than any other age group represented

Six alumni clusters is ideal (goal)

For example, engineering alumni or business alumni
Where do you live? Do you volunteer? What is your gender?

All transitions may get different opening message from farming?
Major gifts may be the cut off? More of a personal message from Dean?

Major gifts may get news on major capital projects?
Transitions/Farming may get something more in tune to general fund?

All cluster may get the same message?

Major gifts may get “top” alumni executive movements?
Recent wins by top (executive-level) alumni?

Emails developed with admin console
Auto-generate each email and send it

Major gifts may be invited to “post” positions for their companies
Transition/Farming gets access to these job postings

Engineering positions only go to engineers!
Farming (mostly for contribution during annual campaign)

Lost (Waiting for them to surface)

Note: We may have basic contact information
for these un-tracked alumni, but donation
expectations are very low... reached through
mail? Maybe social media?

These two groups are extremely diverse
so harder to track and customize messages for

But they give in smaller amounts anyway...

Mostly waiting for them to hit the job boards...

250+ alumni hit Monster.com (US) each month

Service automatically de-dupes resumes 
if appear on more than one board

Once all alumni (100,000+) are clustered, possible to calculate an “upside”
Then realization (received against potential) is used as metric

What if every alumni gave
what was expected from them?

And there are 10+ major
job boards to monitor

6 Figure Jobs
Careerbuilder

Dice
etc...

Can pickup a complete dossier based on resume

Also, search international job boards (1,978 candidates in one month)
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Candidate seems to be
living in Ann Arbor,
but on assignment

in Lebanon

Always filter search to
specific school. Prevents

U of M employees appearing

Unless they also
attended university

Alumni Donations at Work

Communication Masthead

Opening Message

University Achievements

Social Media Highlights

News Headlines

Open Positions

Target Contribution
$100.00

Target Contribution
$3,000 - $10,000

Target Contribution
$100K+

Target Contribution
$35K+

Target Contribution
Nothing

Note: This is not donor capacity segmentationAnyone else involved with
AMC who is a UoM alumni?

And... Anyone else from JFK
Library an alumni of UofM?
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